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Abstract:
Addition of ceramic particles to a metal matrix allows to tailor the base material for specific needs, for instance, increase the yield and tensile strength while maintaining a good ductility. The main metal matrix composite (MMC) production routes are powder metallurgy (PM) and casting. The main drawbacks of PM are the high costs, long processing time and the limited usage of the end product. In the liquid metal route, the particles are inserted directly in the melt which is stirred to distribute them. However, as smaller particles are used the more they tend to agglomerate. A rather simple solution for dispersing the particles in a liquid metal is to apply ultrasonic treatment – cavitation created by ultrasound can break particle clusters, clean the particle surface and support the dispersion. Light metal composites are intensively researched; however, research with steel composites is limited due to higher working temperatures and harsher working environment which the particles have to sustain. Additionally, direct introduction of the ultrasonic probe into the melt is not possible. A way to overcome this is to create the cavitation in a contactless way - superposition of induction heating with a static axial magnetic field. This creates an alternating electromagnetic body force in a liquid metal which in turn produces pressure oscillations and cavitation. The aim of this work is to create conditions for cavitation in steel, produce steel composites and assesses the feasibility of the proposed method for particle dispersion in steel. The presentation will provide an overview of the technique and show the newest results in contactless application of cavitation for the purpose of particle dispersion.
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